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Developing the case for the West London Orbital 
Railway 

Seyram Kumapley, Transport for London 

Arup 

25 September 2019 

Background and context 

London is growing. The Mayor’s Transport Strategy sets out a 
target for 80% of trips to be made by walking, cycling or public 
transport by 2041, while the draft new London Plan identifies a 

need for 66,000 additional homes per year. 

To achieve these targets there is a need for an 85% increase in 
public transport capacity to support a city of over 10.6 million 
residents by 2041. Incremental upgrades to existing services are 

not sufficient, and some of this public transport capacity needs 
to be delivered through major schemes. In addition to funded 
and committed schemes, this requires a package of major 
transport interventions, some of which are shown in Figure 1, to 
support growth in the capital. Some of them not fully funded. 

Figure 1: major schemes proposed in London 
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What is the West London Orbital (WLO)? 

The WLO proposal is to run services between Hendon/West 

Hampstead and Hounslow/Kew Bridge over approximately 11 
miles of route. Service opening is proposed in two phases: 

• Phase 1 with 4 trains per hour (tph) between West 
Hampstead and Hounslow in 2026; and 

• Phase 2 also with 4 tph between Hendon and Kew Bridge in 

2029, the frequency being limited by the infrastructure. 

Of the fifteen stations, four will be new, at Harlesden, Neasden, 
Old Oak Common Victoria Road and Lionel Road. 

Figure 2: overview of West London Orbital 
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Figure 3: route of West London Orbital 

 

The existing infrastructure is owned by Network Rail. The West 

London Boroughs are collectively promoting the scheme. Current 
services include a freight-only line (the Dudding Hill line), a busy 
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passenger and freight corridor (the North London Line) and a 
busy passenger corridor (the Hounslow loop). The scheme is 
estimated to cost £273 million at 2017 prices. 

The scheme was initially promoted by the West London Alliance 
(WLA), and the initial scheme development work was borough-
led. After strong stakeholder support, however, the Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy (MTS) was amended to reflect the WLO. 

Transport challenges and opportunities along the 

route 

The route enters the London Boroughs of Brent, Ealing, 
Hammersmith & Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon, Hounslow and 

Barnet. Most rail services are radial, providing connections to the 
Central Activities Zone (CAZ). As a result, providing orbital 
connectivity is often challenging. 

West and north west London is the most significant economic 

region outside the CAZ. The region contributes 20% of London’s 
GDP, and has the highest productivity per worker of any London 
sub-region. Its employment clusters are home to agglomerations 
of major industries including transport, logistics, pharmaceutical 
and media. 

The region acts as the UK’s global gateway through Heathrow 
Airport, and will become London’s gateway to the north via HS2 
at Old Oak Common. The Park Royal/A40/Heathrow corridor has 
high demand for industrial land use, driven by warehousing and 
logistics, and airport-related activities. 

The Boroughs of Brent and Ealing have some of the highest levels 
of net demand for industrial land in London. They have a high 
concentration of Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL) critical for 

the effective functioning to London’s economy, as they can 
accommodate, by virtue of their scale, noise, odours, dust, 

emissions and long hours of operation. 

West and north west London is also a region with significant 
growth potential. Eight of London’s most significant Opportunity 
Areas (OAs), which would experience transformational change 

over the next decade, are in the region, with a total of over 
80,000 homes and 100,000 jobs. This means that the area will 
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play a critical role in delivering the new homes and jobs that 
London needs over the next 25 years. 

The opening of the Elizabeth Line will bring a step change in 
connectivity between west London and the CAZ, and will improve 
radial connectivity between west London, the CAZ and the Isle 
of Dogs. Associated changes to the bus network will provide 
some improvement in radial connectivity to stations. However, 

north-south connectivity between town centres in the north of 
the region, such as Wembley and Brent Cross, and those in the 
south, such as Hounslow, will not significantly benefit. 

Comparisons of current and forecast journey times with 

committed improvements show that the north-south corridor 

sees little improvement at either end. Poor orbital connectivity is 
a constraint on mode shift in west London. 

Figure 4: the impact of a lack of interchange 

 

These challenges informed the scheme objectives listed in 

Table 1. 
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Table 1: scheme objectives 

Objective 

A Enable the delivery of new homes and jobs in west London 
in line within the principles of good growth. (MTS Policy 21) 

B Enhance public transport connectivity to and between major 
attractors such as town centres and the opportunity centres 

at Old Oak Common, Brent Cross and the Great West 
Corridor in west London, to support mode shift towards 
active, efficient and sustainable modes, and west London’s 
continued economic growth 

C Enhance public transport capacity in west London to relieve 

pressure on existing corridors and to ensure the resilience 
of the public transport network as the population grows 

Business Case development 

The Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC) is the first part of a 
three-phase decision-making process (Department for Transport 
approach). 

Figure 5: the three-phase decision-making process 

 

The SOBC was developed using the five case model approach: 

• Strategic case: supported by a robust case for change 

• Economic case: demonstrates value for money 

• Commercial case: commercially viable 

• Financial case: affordable 

• Management case: the scheme is manageable 

This presentation focuses on the strategic and economic cases. 

A number of workstreams informed the development of the 
Business Case, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: workstreams in WLO Business Case development 

 

Development Capacity Study: methodology 

Stage 1 is about understanding the context, identifying station 
catchment impact areas, considering constraints on development 
potential, and area characterisation, to understand the context 

for development potential. Stage 2 identifies sites and defines 
development potential. 

The Development Capacity Study considered three scenarios. 

Scenario 1 “Without Scheme” acts as the baseline to measure 

development potential. It considers sites with a high degree of 
certainty about development: “approval”, “allocated” and 
“potential development”. It sifts out other sites including 

“excluded”, “to be deleted”, “unsuitable” and “low probability”. 

Scenario 2 “WLO dependent” looks at developments that could 

be unlocked by the scheme. For sites identified as “approved” in 
the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), 

there is no change to housing levels. For sites identified as 
“allocated” and “potential development” in SHLAA, there is scope 
for an uplift in SHLAA Phase 3 onwards, which aligns with the 

scheme opening. The density applied assumes a public transport 
accessibility level (PTAL) uplift of 1 resulting in increased density. 
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Scenario 3 “maximum development” potential assumes a more 
flexible approach to planning, while still compliant with the 
London Plan. Sites identified in Scenario 2 are taken forward, 

together with those identified as “unsuitable” in the SHLAA, such 
as SIL and locally significant industrial sites. It assumes that 
there is no net loss of employment space and a medium level of 
intensification. 

Development Capacity Study: key findings (residential) 

Scenario 2 “WLO dependent” identifies an additional 8,800 
residential units unlocked by the scheme, and Scenario 3 

“maximum development” identifies up to 29,300 units, with 

significant development around Cricklewood, Neasden and South 
Acton, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: additional residential units relative to “without scheme” 

Station WLO 

dependent 

Maximum 

development 

Acton Central 500 3,200 

Brent Cross West 0 2,900 

Brentwood 300 1,200 

Cricklewood 1,600 2,000 

Harlesden 100 100 

Hendon 550 1,500 

Hounslow 350 300 

Isleworth 200 1,400 

Kew Bridge 0 1,700 

Lionel Road 0 700 

Neasden 2,100 5,900 

OOC Victoria Road 0 0 

South Acton 2,400 4,000 

Syon Lane 100 2,500 

West Hampstead 600 1,900 

Total 8,800 29,300 
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Two service patterns were modelled for the economic appraisal. 

Figure 7: proposed service patterns 

Four trains per hour (tph) option 

 

Eight trains per hour (tph) option 

 

The proposal is to use 4-car Class 172 diesel units, and it is 
estimated that: 

• Eight units would be required for four tph option. 

• Fifteen units would be required for the eight tph option. 

Transport for London currently has no diesel fleet, and other 
options for rolling stock are being considered, which would 
probably have an impact on the capital cost. 

The WLO could address orbital connectivity barriers in west 
London and improve journey times. Possible reductions in 
journeys times are: 

• Hounslow to Tottenham Court Road from 62 to 50 minutes; 

• Hounslow to Wembley Central from 67 to 47 minutes; and 

• Brent Cross West to Ealing Broadway from 55 to 31 
minutes. 

Funding Study 

The capital cost is assumed to be approximately £273 million, 
inclusive of an 80% risk adjustment. This includes costs for 
potential changes to stations, level crossings, track junction 
doubling, depot and resignalling, but not the possible need of 

electrification, which would further increase the cost. 

The operational costs would include rolling stock. 
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Assessments to be carried out at the next stage of the project 
will contribute towards a more refined capital cost estimate, 
based on a confirmed scope of works. 

Several funding approaches to covering capital costs were 
investigated. Funding from the Community Infrastructure Levy 
(CIL) and public-sector development are within the powers of the 
boroughs affected by the scheme. However, retention of income 

from business rates growth by each borough would require the 
one-kilometre zones of influence around of each station to be 
designated as an Enterprise Zone by the UK Government for up 
to 25 years. The majority of scheme costs would be incurred 
before 2029, but most of the revenue identified will be available 

after 2029. 

Table 3: funding sources (£ million at 2017/18 prices) 

Funding source WLO 
dependent 

Maximum 
development 

CIL 45 128 

Direct Development 29 35 

Business Rates 
(new and incremental) 

299 550 

Work on a funding strategy to consider additional funding and 
financing options would begin shortly. 

Operating cost and revenue 

The estimates of operating costs of the scheme considered the 
following: 

• Revenue forecasting: additional revenue forecasts, 

including different factors, to assess the true impact of fares 
in the affordability of the operating side of the scheme. 

• Different levels of service: various ways to operate the 
services, in order to keep operating costs affordable. 

• Other options: alternative rolling stock options, and 
potential for non-fare box income. 

The total operating cost, at 2018/19 prices, was calculated as 

£14 million for four tph and £26 million for eight tph. 
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In contrast, net revenue was estimated as under £5 million, so 
options and opportunities are being considered to close this gap. 

Economic Case 

The scheme has medium to high value for money (Table 4). 

Table 4: indicative economic case 

 

Next steps 

Stage 1, reviewing and updating existing work to confirm desired 
outcomes, has now been completed. 
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Stage 2A, which is currently under way, focuses on potential 
‘showstopper’ issues. 

Stage 2B will take 18-24 months and incorporate further design 
work (GRIP 2), the development of the business case and public 
consultation. 

Stage 3 is a future Phase (18-24 months) to develop a single 
preferred option (GRIP 3 and 4) with further public consultation. 

Stage 4 is also a future Phase (12-18 months), which will prepare 
and submit a Transport and Works Act Order or similar. 

Transport for London is now working on progressing the scheme 

towards GRIP 2 level design. Transport for London is also leading 

the rolling stock strategy, the development of the operational 
and maintenance concepts, reviewing existing station capacity 
and undertaking feasibility assessments for signalling and Acton 
Wells Junction remodelling. 

The West London Alliance (WLA) is leading the funding and 

financing and economic development studies. 

Network Rail is leading the timetable, level crossing and power 
assessments. 

Discussion 

Peter Gordon (Editor, the Transport Economist) noted the large 

number of new homes that would be built, but wondered what 
the relevance of the orbital line was, as most would commute to 
central London. Also the net revenue (less than £5 million) gain 

seemed modest: how much traffic would be generated and how 
much would be modal shift? Seyram replied that the study 
forecast £15 million revenue on the WLO, but that was offset by 
£10 million revenue abstracted from other TfL services and from 
other modes. However, the net revenue may underestimate the 

number of journeys, as there would be less need to travel 
through Zone 1. 

David Metz (University College London) asked if economic 
growth had been modelled. Seyram replied that Transport for 
London’s strategic models and standard WebTAG approach had 

been used. At this stage the analysis was only high level, and 
excludes wider economic benefits, which will be examined later. 
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Tom Worsley (University of Leeds) asked if there had been any 
assumptions about developer contributions. Seyram said that 
this was not covered in the first stage of scheme development, 

but a funding and financing study being undertaken as part of 
the current Stage 2 would consider this. 

Jeremy Drew (independent consultant) noted that there was no 
mention of freight. Seyram replied that freight was considered 

in the study. Network Rail identified this as a technical issue, as 
it estimated that, in coming years, freight on the Dudding Hill 
Line would increase by up to 50%. As part of the current Stage 2, 
Network Rail is leading a timetable study to understand, inter 
alia, how the service would operate alongside freight. 

James McLeod said that operating an additional 8 trains per 
hour on already busy lines seems very tight. Seyram agreed it 
is, but the issue is how to deliver on ambition: the timetable 
study would consider this. James also asked if the number of 

generated passengers had been assessed. Seyram said that this 

had been done with the strategic London Transportation Studies 
(LTS) model: the published SOBC provides additional details. 

Ivan Viehoff (CEPA) noted that economic models generally 
undervalue orbital trips, and the fare structure could be adjusted 
to increase yield. Seyram replied that the yield was similar to 

other orbital London Overground operated services. Premium 
fares have been suggested as an option of reviewing the fare 
structure, but had not been investigated. 

Peter White (University of Westminster) said that level 

crossings in Acton were a sensitive issue. Is the additional delay 
to road users included in the assessment? Seyram said that in 
the Stage 1 work it was assumed that the three crossings would 
close, with mitigation such as new bridges. In the next Stage, 
Network Rail would use their risk assessment procedure to 

assess if there is a need to close level crossings. If they are left 
open, the effect on road users will be assessed. 

John Segal (independent consultant) asked how the model 
deals with free travel. Seyram replied that the LTS models yields 
which reflect the range of concessionary tickets. 

Mark Castle (University of Reading) noted that interchange was 
poor at West Hampstead, with three separate stations. Are there 
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any plans to improve street level access? Seyram said this level 
of detail is outside the scope for Stage 1. Future Stages would 
consider interchanges between services. 

Alan Peakall (retired) asked if the forecast assumes HS2 at Old 
Oak Common, and what if it isn’t built? Seyram said that it was 
assumed but, if there are any changes to the HS2 proposal, a 
sensitivity test will be undertaken. 

Tom Worsley noted that the scheme delivers a lot of new 
housing: which part of the scheme delivers most benefit per 
pound spent? Seyram could not comment. 

David Metz asked about the effect on existing property values. 
Existing users will travel more and house prices will rise. Seyram 

said that this had not yet been modelled. Tom Worsley 
suggested that the trip distribution model would identify the 
effect of longer journeys: the issue is if the increase in the 
number of journeys can be identified. John Segal said that the 

number of trips per head would not change. Iris Ning (Arup) 

said that induced demand cannot be identified at early stages: it 
may not be fair to other schemes. 

Carol Smales (Transport for London) asked if the Boroughs had 
conflicting objectives. Seyram thought not: Hounslow has a 

tram scheme nearby, but this may be complementary. 

Jeremy Drew asked about the status of the four schemes in 
Figure 1. Seyram said that Crossrail 2, not on the list, is being 
delivered by a separate team. 

Ivan Viehoff asked about the accuracy of the cost estimates. 

Seyram replied that has been estimated at earlier stages of the 
study and for this reason there is an 80% contingency. A 
sensitivity test to higher cost (+ £100 million) had shown a 

strong case for the scheme. The cost estimate would be refined 
when detailed engineering design was done. 

Gregory Marchant (TEG) noted that one end of the scheme is 
at Hounslow: what are the assumptions for Heathrow, given 

climate change? Seyram said that this had not been examined. 

 

Report by Peter Gordon 
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Investment and growth: the impact of Britain’s post-
war trunk roads programme 

David Starkie, Case Associates 

Arup 

23 October 2019 

Disclaimer 

David Starkie began by emphasising that he was speaking 
personally and not on behalf of Case Associates. His comments 

and conclusions are entirely his own. 

Introduction 

A common mantra (for example, from the LSE Growth 
Commission, 2013) is that the UK has a low-growth economy 

and a productivity “crisis” because it does not invest enough in 
infrastructure, and in particular in highways. The links between 
road investment and productivity/GDP growth are implicit, and 
have sometimes been explicit, in policy statements such as in 
the UK Government’s 1969 Green Paper “Roads for the Future”. 

The Ministry of Transport stated in the same year, without any 
evidence, that “… the 1,000 mile motorway network is bringing 
considerable benefits to the economic growth of the country …”. 

Economic historians have also drawn strong links between 

growth and transport infrastructure investment, especially 
concerning railways during the nineteenth century. 

These statements and assumptions provoked several questions 

and speculations in the mind of the speaker, such as: 

• Did the post-war motorway/trunk road programme actually 

have an impact on GDP growth? 

• Did investment in new road “technology”, discussed below, 
shift the Long Run Average Cost (LRAC) curve for road 
goods transport downwards? 

• Did the government invest wisely? 
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David also wished to speculate on the potential Wider Economic 
Impacts (WEI) of the roads programme, and the strategic 
impacts of motorways, including their possible role in changing 

the direction of the economy, bearing in mind that in the 1950s 
and 1960s the UK was still a world industrial power. 

To put the roads programme into context, 1959 saw the launch 
of the £495 Mini, which became a motoring icon, and the opening 

on 2 November of the £24.7 million first substantial stretch of 
M1 motorway. 

The Motorway Age 

The opening of the M1 was a symbol of post-war optimism. The 

road incorporated new road “technology” or architecture, 
including grade separation, shallow gradients, gradual curves 
and regulated access. This subsequently evolved into a national 
motorway network, as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. 

Figure 1: expansion of the motorway network: annual additions 

 

Source: After Bayliss, 2008. 

Table 1: expansion of the motorway network: total mileage 

1958 1966 1972 1980 

8 miles 383 miles 1,000 miles 1,500 miles 
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There was also extensive dualling of trunk roads: 1,006 miles by 
1968 and 1,576 miles by 1977. By 1969 around 250 miles of the 
A1 had been dualled. Figure 2 below shows the 1981 network 

and Table 2 overleaf lists the many major river and estuary 
crossings also built, slashing bank-to-bank journey times. 

Figure 2: motorways and dual carriageways open or under 
construction by 1981 
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Table 2: major river and estuary crossings 

Year Crossing 

1960 Kingsferry Bridge 

1962 Tamar Bridge 

1963  Dartford-Purfleet Tunnel 

1964 Clyde Tunnel 

1964 Forth Bridge 

1966 Severn Bridge 

1966 Tay Crossing 

1968 Tyne Tunnel 

1968 Blackwall Tunnel (second bore) 

Not all were part of the motorway network: the Tamar Bridge 
was a joint venture between Cornwall and Devon County 

Councils. 

Figure 3 shows current RAC Route Finder times for various 
journeys with and without using motorways. 

Figure 3: indicative reductions in selected journey times 
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Hard evidence for journey times by road in the pre-motorway 
age is difficult to come by, but it is reasonable to assume that 
there was a huge impact on interurban travel times across much 

of England. Note also that many ordinary roads have also been 
improved since the motorways were built. 

Economic shock? 

The trunk roads programme in the 1960s and 1970s represented 
a very large nationwide transport investment, with 
transformational impacts on long-distance road journey times. It 
has been hailed by Hughes as “… one of the great public 

investments of all time”. However, a rough calculation suggests 

that, after adjusting for road “rolling stock”, the building of the 
railways during the nineteenth century represented at least as 
great an annual gross capital formation as a percentage of GDP 
and went on for longer. 

The short(-ish) timeframe, the scale of the programme, and its 

impact on travel times, might all lead one to expect a positive 
shock to what was still a huge industrial economy largely geared 
to road transport. 

Figure 4 shows that, in practice, employment in manufacturing 
(Secondary sector, middle line) declined from the 1970s onward. 

Figure 4: UK sectoral shares of employment, 1920-2016 

 

Source: Bank of England – A Millennium of Macroeconomic Data 
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The proportion of the British working population working in 
manufacturing was: 

• 42% at the end of the Napoleonic Wars 

• 47% in 1871; and 

• 40% in 1966. 

As David Edgerton has commented, Britain’s industrial heyday 

was arguably not in the Victorian period, but during the 1960s, 
at least in output terms. 

Regional impacts 

Studies which have reviewed the economic impact on particular 
regions include Dodgson, Gwilliam & Judge (M62) and Cleary & 

Thomas (Severn Bridge). Leaving aside the question of displaced 
growth, these studies found relatively little measurable impact. 

Some studies reviewed the possible impact of the UK 
roads/motorway programme on overall accessibility and regional 

employment. The centrality (connectivity) of the West Midlands 

is shown to have increased significantly, so there should be an 
expectation of relatively improved economic performance. This 
was forecast by Botham’s (1979) modelling, predicting a net gain 
in jobs for the West Midlands and, to a lesser extent, for South 

Wales. 

However, the later period of rapid motorway development 
coincided with a period of industrial decline. Figure 5 shows the 
metric of trend unemployment as an indicator of relative 
economic performance. Northern Ireland, isolated from the 

motorway network on the British mainland, is used as a control. 
All regions performed relatively poorly between 1965 and 1984, 
but West Midlands particularly so, despite Botham’s prediction. 

The two (relatively) better performing GB regions after 1976, 

East Anglia and the South West, were outside the core network 

and gained motorways relatively late (1973-80), although both 
were relatively less industrialised to begin with. Wales (which 
experienced motorway developments later) and Scotland also 

improved compared with the remainder. 

Thus, the motorway network does not seem to have had the 

expected positive impact on regional economies. 
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Figure 5: regional growth in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

 

However, there is always the problem of the counterfactual. 
Many policy levers with different regional impacts were being 

tried while motorways were being rolled out. Selective 
Employment Tax and Regional Employment Premium (1966-76), 
investment incentives, building grants, government factory 
building and regional transfers were all in the mix during this 
period. Botham’s calculation of redistribution (centralising) due 

to motorways (in 1979) was relatively modest compared with the 
decentralising employment impact of regional policies calculated 
by Moore and Rhodes (in 1976). “The estimated impact of the 
roads programme [on employment] is relatively small.” 
(Botham). 

National impacts 

An OECD study in 2009 examined annual time-series growth 
regressions incorporating the per capita physical stock of 

motorways from 1960 to 2005. It found a small, but not 
statistically significant, negative coefficient for the impact on 

GDP. “The impact [was] no greater than might have been 
expected from the additions to capital stock … and perhaps less.” 
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However, this was not an encouraging outcome, despite all of 
the ingredients apparently for an early positive economic shock. 

The study caveated its results, citing difficulties of measurement 
and other issues. Despite all the caveats, it is possible to accept 
at face value the underwhelming endorsements from the OECD 
and others of the meso- and macro-economic effects of the 
motorway/trunk road construction programme, and to pose the 

question: 

“What might explain the absence of a clearly measurable overall 
positive economic impact?” 

Transport costs: a paradox 

An initial part of the answer might be to consider what happened 
to road transport costs around the time that the motorways were 
introduced. A reasonable expectation would be a fall, because of 
the huge infrastructure programme. 

In the 1950s, before motorway construction, ”… haulage costs 

were remarkably stable, permitting the claim that [road freight] 
charges … had been falling in real terms”. 

Subsequently, between 1962 and 1974, annual vehicle operating 
costs rose by 25-55% in real terms, depending on vehicle size. 
In Botham’s models, a 20% increase in costs would have more 

than offset the gains from motorway building, but the question 
remains of whether the gains were in service quality, such as 
improved reliability, rather than cost savings. 

The increase in transport costs cannot be explained by changes 

in fuel prices. A spike occurred around 1974 but, by 1977, prices 
differed little in real terms from those in 1962. In contrast, the 
costs of assets did increase. In five years (1972-77), the nominal 

price of a Leyland Buffalo trebled, while that of an AEC Mandator 
increased over 2½ times, but these changes were not of great 

significance in affecting haulage firms’ standing costs. 

More important were the changes in labour costs. Over the 
period 1962-77 ”… almost all the [real] increase in [operating] 

costs arose from increases in wages and associated costs.” David 
suggested that this was an endogenous increase in labour costs 

resulting from motorways and changed Construction and Use 
Regulations, which encouraging a rapid increase during the 
1960s in the number of large vehicles suitable for trunk hauls. 
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In 1964, the permitted Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) was 
increased from 24 tonnes to 32 tonnes. These extra-large 
vehicles represented about 20% of the heavy goods vehicle 

(HGV) fleet by 1974 and changed firms’ capital/labour ratios. 

The result could have been a disproportionate increase in 
demand for HGV drivers willing to work long-distance trunk hauls 
and unsocial hours. This would have led to real wage increases 

for those with HGV licences, which in turn cascaded down to 
drivers of smaller trucks. The increase was especially noted in 
highly-unionised sectors, such as BRS, car transporters and 
tankers. Were economic rents being created? 

Thus, there is the possibility that a negative feedback loop was 

created from, inter alia, early motorways leading to real 
increases in vehicle operating costs. 

Higher costs of labour were not offset by improved labour 
productivity, as noted in these quotations from various reports: 

• “… a tradition of un-intensive working, … while the legal 
speed limit … is 40mph, most of the [haulage] industry’s 
schedules are related to a speed limit of 30mph” 

• “… scheduling standards … show a strong concentration in 
the range 26-30 [mph] …” 

• “… common practice of paying overtime … on the basis of 
notional hours …”. 

There were also delivery constraints on road transport, as 
identified by Mackie & Simon (1986), particularly at ports, where 

there were also bottlenecks and labour problems. 

During this period, tighter labour regulations also came into 
force. Time at the wheel was reduced from 11 to 10 hours from 
1970 (although with exemptions), the limits on the working week 
were changed, and there were revised rest period rules. The 

1973 Severn Bridge impact study noted an increase in haulage 
rates following the 1968 Transport Act, but other inflation forces 
were also strong. There was staged harmonisation with Europe 

by 1981, with a reduction to 9 hours’ driving time. In 1978, the 
Price Commission noted that “… hauls of 140 miles or more … 

will be significantly affected …”. 
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Early vehicle and tyre technology was poor. Trucks, and the 
average private car, struggled to take advantage of the 
opportunities presented by motorways. Breakdowns were 

frequent, especially for trucks, which were initially 
underpowered. The ratings of the largest Gardner engines rose 
from only 150 brake horsepower (bhp) in 1957 to 180 bhp in 
1966 and 240 bhp in 1970. Even in the 1970s, engine technology 
was still evolving rapidly: Seddon Atkinson had a Rolls Royce 220 

bhp engine with 6.6 mpg at 34 mph in 1972 and a 265 bhp 
engine with 7.3 mpg at 42 mph in 1977. Legislatively mandated 
power/weight ratios were introduced only in 1973, although new 
HGV technology diffused fairly rapidly through the vehicle stock 
in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Poor vehicle technology was therefore a possible reason why the 
mean speed of HGVs on motorways remained low or modest over 
two decades. Owner-drivers were looking to optimise speed 

against fuel consumption, but union resistance to rescheduling 

may have played a part in holding down speeds. In addition, 
there were statutory constraints on HGV speeds: 

• 1962: maximum speed limit raised from 30 to 40 mph (but 
no speed limit on motorways); 

• 1965: 40 mph speed limit introduced on motorways; and 

• 1971: 60 mph speed limit, on motorways only (meaning 
that the potential of investments in the dualling of other 
roads could not be exploited). 

There were also comments that: 

• “increase in length of haul for articulated vehicles over 28 
tons small, while … for vehicles between 24 and 28 tons 
decreased” 

• “average weekly mileage per vehicle did not change as 

much as might have been expected from [potential] 
increases in inter-urban running speeds”. 

However, despite higher vehicle operating costs due to higher 

labour costs, which were not offset by improved labour 
productivity, freight rates could still have fallen because of 

substitution of capital for labour: using bigger trucks after 1964, 
or by increasing vehicle productivity despite scheduling/speed 
constraints. In fact, more productive use of larger vehicles was 
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limited: load-by-weight factors fell significantly between 1962 
and 1976, but this does not take into account possible volume-
capacity changes. 

Alternatively, it might be that more competition squeezed 
margins, offsetting the rise in vehicle operating costs. However, 
Foster’s 1978 survey shows little evidence of a squeeze on 
margins, which in general were poor but gave constant returns 

after adjusting for replacement costs. There is, however, possibly 
some evidence of a squeeze on margins in 1980s from Warner’s 
1987 study. 

The speaker had not been able to find any clear data on changes 

in tariffs. 

Summary 

Did the cost of freight transport fall significantly following the 
major investment in roads in the 1960s and 70s? That is, did the 
Long Run Average Cost (LRAC) curve for road transport move 

downwards? 

The speaker’s conclusion was that it probably did not fall much 
(if at all) for nearly two decades into the Motorway Age. This was 
for a number of reasons, particularly: 

• Poor labour productivity meant that motorways provided 

welfare gains to labour (easier working conditions) rather 
than productivity improvements leading to GDP growth. 

• There was a general mismatch between road transport 
efficiency and the potential of the improved road network. 

Any downward shift in LRAC that did occur was more likely due 
to changes in Construction and Use Regulations. Regulatory 
change was more important than infrastructure investment. 

Could the roads programme have been more effective? 

Questioning the investment priorities 

The average distances driven by goods vehicles was “about 25 
miles … a very large number of short or very short hauls are … 
by road”. This observation questions the relevance, at the time, 

of investing in motorways geared to long distance interregional 

transport. Rail and coastal shipping were at the time more 
important than road for hauls over 100 miles. 
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Figure 6: density of goods traffic on various corridors 
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Figure 6 shows the density of goods traffic on various corridors 
and the existence of separate regional economies. As noted 
above, in the 1960s the UK was still a major industrial nation, 

based around regional economies, not a service-based economy.  

Given these flows, it would seem that: 

• There was not much call for the M50, M5 (south of Bristol), 
M6 (north of Lancaster), or M4 (west of Reading). 

• There was a strong case for earlier construction of the M25, 
M42, and M4 through Wales. 

• The dualling of the A1 to Yorkshire at the same time as 

building the M1 to Yorkshire was questionable. 

In addition: 

• Boyd-Carpenter had commented that the sequencing of 
Forth and Severn Bridges was politically-driven. 

• In 1960, Chris Foster was sceptical about the roads 

programme, suggesting that there were better returns from 

less spectacular projects. 

• In 1963, the Socialist Commentary observed that, “In 
comparison with a series of nine smaller improvements … 
M1 rated sixth …”. 

• In 1965, Alan Walters questioned the reasons for building 
the M1. 

• Similarly, Michael Thompson questioned the building of the 
M5, M6, and M50. 

Given the long gestation of projects, those starting in 1969 had 
entered the firm programme some five years earlier: around 
750-1,000 miles of motorway were built or committed by 1967. 

Appraisal from 1967 to 1972 used First Year Rate of Return 
(FYRR) calculations for schemes already “in the preparation 

pool”. Economic appraisal therefore had no role in around 1,000 
miles of motorway, 500+ miles of dualling, and bridges and 
tunnels built by 1972. 

The ex-post Cost-Benefit study of the M1 carried out in 1960 was 

seen as experimental: the approach was not mainstream at that 
time. Cost-Benefit Analysis (COBA) was not introduced until the 
end of 1972, and calculations of welfare-based Cost-Benefit 
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Analysis (COBA) impacts are not same as assessments of GDP 
impacts. 

Evidence to the House of Commons Estimates Committee in 
1969 on Motorways and Trunk Roads included that: 

• “Roads have been improved largely for a mixture of 
reasons: developmental, fostering of economic and 
industrial development, dealing with traffic congestion plus 

… tourism is an important factor.” 

• “… everything we do is conditioned by … the importance of 
a regional approach.” 

• “Roads are being reconstructed in Scotland in 

circumstances in which they would not be in England … they 
are more favoured than schemes in England.” (The M8 was 
given as an example.) 

Thus, it can be concluded that politics got in way of economic 
rationality, posing the question of whether governments failed? 

Wider Economic Impacts 

Did the motorway programme produce wider economic effects 
through market concentration and power, and through influences 

on trade? 

“The growing concentration of industry … [was] probably the 

chief contributor to the increases [in average length of haul]”. 

Concentration of industry has been a long-term, historical 
process, because of increasing returns to scale. Firms try to 

move along their downward-sloping LRAC curve, thus 
encouraging mergers and acquisitions. Insofar as the motorway 
network, together with changes in Construction and Use 
Regulations and containerisation, did eventually cut freight 

transport cost, this will have helped and/or accelerated the 

concentration process. 

However, concentration in product markets, associated with 
increased market power and a more oligopolistic industrial 
structure, would have had an effect in offsetting potentially lower 

production costs (a Williamsonian trade-off). At this time, 
competition policy was relatively weak, and market power was 
not tempered by strong overseas competition until the mid-
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1970s. Craft (2002, 2013) places much emphasis on a lack of 
competition for the UK’s poor economic performance. 

The Bank of England noted in 1997 and 2008 that “… market 
sector profit share has trended upwards since 1970 …” resulting 
in economic rents and inefficiencies. This situation was reversed 
in the late 1990s because of the strong pound and globalisation. 
So was there a possibly negative impact on economic 

performance from the trunk roads and motorway programme, 
via the encouragement of industrial concentration and reduced 
product market competition? 

Links to ports and promoting trade featured in early ministerial 

statements about improving roads. 

• 1946: ”better access to ports and markets” 

• 1957: ”better roads to the Channel ports” 

• 1973: “we need to provide new and improved roads … to 
aid … our exports”. 

This led to the building of: 

• M2/A2 to Dover; 

• M62/A63/M53 to Merseyside and Manchester; 

• M180/A180 to Hull and Immingham; 

• M5/M4 to Bristol and South Wales; and 

• M8/M74 to Glasgow.  

London was the major exception to this approach, and Felixstowe 
and Southampton hardly figured in the overseas trade statistics 

at that time. 

Ministerial statements implicitly assumed a positive outcome for 

British trade from improved transport, but this did not take into 
account the UK’s peculiar economic circumstances. Post-war 

Britain pursued a protectionist trade policy, characterised as 
“economic nationalism” by Edgerton, with the value of trade in 
goods exports and imports roughly balanced. Even so, in 1961 
Dry Cargo import tonnages exceeded exports by more than 
2 to 1. The ratio for General Cargo tonnages was 1.5 to 1 in 

favour of imports, although import and export tonnages were 
roughly equal in London and Merseyside. 
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Between the 1960s and 1990, the UK transmuted from a major 
industrial nation, with a modest trade imbalance, to a 
consumer/service based economy with a major trade deficit in 

goods. Did earlier road investment and, possibly, entry into the 
European Economic Community (EEC) act as a catalyst for this? 

The components of GDP (by expenditure) are: 

Private Consumption + Investment + Government Spending + (Exports – Imports) 

The UK is pre-eminently a trading nation: total trade was 
equivalent to 40% of GDP in 1948 and is around 60% of GDP 

now, within which goods exports are currently only 17% of GDP. 

Transport costs can be thought of as a form of tariff, so cheaper 

and faster transport is good for trade. Unfortunately trade in 

goods went into deficit in the late 1960’s, and escalated rapidly 
after joining the EEC in 1973, and the UK now has a huge deficit 
of around 6.0% of GDP. 

Figure 7: UK balance of trade in goods since 1870 

 

Source: ONS/Bank of England 

Trade theory is that, with a floating exchange rate, the trade 
deficit does not matter since it is balanced by capital inflows. 
However, the pound has been fully floating only since 1992; the 
deficit in goods still reduces GDP. Therefore, insofar as the roads 

programme facilitated goods imports (through a virtual tariff 
reduction) and a net trade deficit in goods, at a time when goods 
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import price elasticities were higher, did the programme reduce 
GDP growth? 

To summarise, the effects of the Wider Economic Impacts (WEI) 
may go some way to explaining the 2009 OECD study’s findings 
of a small negative coefficient on economic growth. The balance 
between increased industrial concentration and market power 
against increased competition in spatial markets is uncertain, 

and could be a source of a negative WEI. Another possible 
negative WEI comes from motorways exacerbating trade 
imbalances, as motorway expansion was more beneficial to 
imports compared with exports as the negative trade balance in 
goods grew. 

Conclusions 

Is the assumption of no or little GDP impact plausible? 

The economic system is more complex than COBA project 
appraisals allow for, as: 

• “With road scheme appraisal, one is looking at small 
changes in very large numbers over a wide area, against an 
ever-changing world.” 

• “The complexity of economic progress is almost infinite. 

There are many dynamic factors and they operate in an 

environment of the most elaborate kind.” 

The overall GDP impacts are possibly negligible if not negative, 
but the social welfare impacts are generally positive: positives 

offset by negatives? 

Investments can lead to negative feedbacks (such as wage rents, 
industrial concentration and trade deficits) as well as positive 
feedbacks. But there is a tendency for confirmation bias to lead 
to a focus on the latter (see also WebTAG WEIs). 

To maximise opportunities from new road infrastructure requires 
developments in rolling stock, which requires the private sector 
(vehicle industry and consumers) to invest in new technology 
and/or to adjust behaviour. 

Institutional/regulatory constraints, such as speed limits and 
labour contracts, and Construction and Use Regulations are 
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important. So too is fiscal policy, such as fuel taxes and vehicle 
tax allowances. 

Government failure in project selection reduced the scope for 
positive outcomes for GDP. 

There are probably big lags in the system: economic impacts 
tend to be (very) long term. 

Final thoughts 

Completion of the motorway network in the 1960s and 1970s 
seemed to act as a pivot or fulcrum for the transition of the UK 
economy from an industrial power-house to a consumer-led, 
service-based economy, with a high propensity to import. 

The empirical evidence on agglomeration economies suggests 
that elasticities of productivity with respect to density are close 
to zero for manufacturing, but larger for service-oriented 
activities. This means that motorways were not particularly 

beneficial to the industrial economy of the 1960s in this respect. 

Rail development in the UK (and the USA) was led by financial 
enterprise. If motorways had been established as private 
enterprise toll roads, would their impact have been greater, 
assuming the internalisation of congestion externalities and a 

more demand-driven route selection, with a new financial 

instrument regarding capital markets? 

Discussion 

All the audience members who spoke began by thanking David 
Starkie for such an interesting and thought-provoking 

presentation on an important aspect of economic history and the 
development of public policy. 

David van Rest (Midlands Motorway Action committee) much 

appreciated the speaker’s sceptical attitude towards the benefits 
of the 1960s/70s road programme. He recalled that the 
programme totally ignored Regional Development Plans, 
including Birmingham’s plans for improved public transport. In 
his opinion, motorways induced car commuting in the West 

Midlands and squeezed out resources for progressing smaller 
schemes. They had led to the building of distribution warehouses 
near to motorway interchanges, resulting in industrial 
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concentration. David Starkie felt that the questioner had aptly 
outlined the conundrum. It was difficult to see how the long-
distance, interregional motorway network was justified, but this 

raised the question of what should have been done instead. 

David Walker opined that much of the reasoning for motorway 
building was the increasing ownership of private cars and the 
need to decongest private car travel. In this context, building the 

motorway network had provided significant benefits. David 
Starkie explained that once the basic network had been chosen 
and funded, various add-on road improvements became 
inevitable and justifiable. These, at the time, benefitted short-
distance car journeys. 

Oliver Lewis (University of Oxford) suggested that the 
motorway network was very important for the development of 
the tourist industry, and that the expansion of places such as 
Milton Keynes and Swindon would not have been possible 

without the building of the M1 and M4. Motorways had to be 

judged on a mix of welfare and economic benefits. On a separate 
point, he doubted that motorways were responsible for much of 
the transfer of freight from rail to road. As Gourvish had 
concluded, rail freight found it difficult to compete with road 
transport even before motorways were built. David was of the 

opinion that, at longer distances, such as to Scotland, the 
transfer of general freight from rail to road would have been 
slower without long-distance motorways. He pointed out that the 
major expansion of the tourist industry occurred somewhat later 
than the peak era of motorway building, which was when car 

ownership was much lower than today. 

Dominic Walley (Connected Economics Limited) noted that any 
analysis of the effects of the motorway programme had to 
consider changes in the whole economic system, not just within 

the transport sector. Furthermore, he was not convinced that 

building roads had led directly to increased concentration of 

industry: one needed to look more closely at the diversity of 
producers. He wondered where best to look for the impacts of 
the programme. David agreed that his conclusions were 
essentially as Dominic had summarised in his first point, and 

accepted that any resulting concentration of industry may have 
been overstated. Looking at the longer term wider economic 
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effects was difficult because the issue was clouded by 
globalisation in the 1980s and 1990s. 

John Smith wanted to know whether there had been 
comparable studies of the building of the autobahn network in 
Germany during the 1930s, interstate highways in the USA 
during the 1950s, and/or the toll autoroutes in France more 
recently. David pointed out that both the German autobahn and 

American interstate networks were built for military reasons. In 
the USA they were originally referred to as the “Interstate and 
Defence Highway Network”. He knew of no studies relating to 
Germany. The most recent study in the USA had indicated a 
positive benefit for industry and particularly for heavy industry. 

Andrew Price (Jacobs) asked what advice the speaker would 
offer to the Department for Transport regarding the current 
Government transport investment programme. David’s first 
piece of advice would be “Do not build HS2”. 

 

Report by Gregory Marchant 
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Monitoring the European Rail Market: the RMMS 

Dick Dunmore, Steer 

Arup 

27 November 2019 

Introduction 

Dick Dunmore explained how he would: 

• summarise the European institutions’ approach to 
appraisal, monitoring and evaluation; 

• describe some of the practical issues of assembling the sixth 
Rail Market Monitoring report, RMMS 6, published in 2019 
and based on reported data for 2016; and 

• use figures from the RMMS 6 report to illustrate issues 

emerging from the data and to invite discussion. 

He stressed that any opinions he expressed would be his own 
and not those of Steer or the European Commission. 

RMMS 6 and earlier reports can be downloaded from 

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/rail/market/market_monitoring_en 

European appraisal, monitoring and evaluation 

Dick began with an overview of the packages of legislation aimed 
at liberalising the railway market, shown in Table 1. 

This shows a classic European Union approach to a problem, first 

harmonising definitions and approach, and then liberalising first 
international and then domestic markets. 

There are distinct processes for impact assessment (appraisal), 

monitoring and evaluation: 

• Impact assessments are carried out as part of the 
preparation of proposals for legislation by the Commission. 

• Monitoring may be specified in legislation: in the case of the 

rail industry, this originates in the 2001 First Railway 

Package, as discussed below. 
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• Evaluation of new legislation, sometimes within two years, 
or part way through any transition period, is written into the 
legislation. 

Table 1: the development of European Rail Market Monitoring 

Year Measure Content 
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1991 Directive 

91/440/E
EC 

Requires accounting 

separation of rail 
infrastructure and operations. 

    

2001 First 
Railway 

Package 

Non-discriminatory access to 
trans-European network to 

operate international freight 

services. 

    

2004 Second 

Railway 
Package 

Liberalised rail freight from 1 

January 2007, accident and 
safety regime. 

    

2007 Third 
Railway 

Package 

Open access for international 
passenger services, driver’s 

licence. 

    

2016 Fourth 

Railway 
Package 

Completes passenger 

liberalisation: 
• Competitive tenders from 

2020. 

• Open access from 2021. 

    

In 2001, the First Railway Package modified Directive 

91/440/EEC and required that: 

“Not later than 15 September 2001 the Commission shall make 
the necessary arrangements to monitor technical and economic 
conditions and market developments of European rail transport. 

The Commission shall ensure that adequate resources are made 

available to enable the effective monitoring of this sector”. 

The result was establishing the Rail Market Monitoring Scheme 

(RMMS) in 2001, and the first RMMS report was released in 2007. 

In 2012, Directive 2012/34/EU consolidated the existing 

packages and required the European Commission to: 

“report every two years to the European Council and the 
Parliament on the main developments of the EU railway sector.” 
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The detailed text listed what the Commission should monitor, but 
did not create a legal obligation on any parties either to collate 
the relevant data or to do so in a consistent way. 

In 2015, a further Regulation 2015/1100 attached a detailed 
questionnaire which Member States were required to complete, 
subject to provisions in respect of confidentiality. The 
questionnaire is completed by all 26 Member States with a rail 

network, plus Norway. 

Internally, and in anticipation of RMMS 6, the Commission 
created the TRAMOS database in which to collate the Member 
State returns received under Regulation 2015/1100. 

Supporting the production of RMMS 6 

In January 2018 the Commission issued an Invitation to Tender 
(ITT) to help prepare RMMS 6 using new data for 2016. The 
purpose was to produce: 

• a “Staff Working Document” which supports the formal 
RMMS report; 

• a supporting spreadsheet database linked to the Staff 
Working Document; and 

• a number of explanatory infographics. 

One issue for bidders was that the TRAMOS system was not fully 

populated or available, so that it was not possible to plan in detail 
the approach to accessing and manipulating the data in it. 

Steer was awarded the contract and began work in April 2018, 

with an intended completion date of July 2018. In practice, the 
last deliverable was not signed off until December 2018, 
reflecting a number of issues: 

• TRAMOS was not fully populated and available as quickly as 

had been expected; 

• data checking revealed a number of omissions and 
inconsistencies, which had to be rechecked with the 
Member States, whose speed of response varied; and 

• emerging updates to exogenous data (such as population) 

necessitated the reworking of some analysis (such as rail 
network density relative to population). 
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This had consequences for the work programme, which had 
assumed a linear approach of (broadly) collecting the data, 
checking it, seeking clarifications and corrections, finalising the 

data, and then analysis, presentation and reporting based on a 
stable database. Later-than-expected receipt of, or revisions to, 
data meant that, in practice, a much more iterative approach 
was required. 

It was also necessary to deal with a number of practical issues: 

• Some questions in Regulation 2015/1100 appeared to be 
open to interpretation: Member State returns on train path 
allocation appeared to be a mix of daily, weekly, monthly 

and annual data. (Figure 57) 

• Some Member States submitting different data in different 
questions or at different times. 

• There is a principal of Territoriality, whereby EU statistics 
are compiled on the basis of “that part of the activity which 

happens in each Member State”, but it was not possible to 
confirm that this had been consistently applied to data such 
as train- or passenger-kilometres. 

• Numbering systems differed between questions in 
Regulation 2015/1100, the contents of TRAMOS, RMMS 

report figure numbers and RMMS report chapter numbers. 

• Many figures sort Member State data in an order relevant 
to any message it revealed, but by default EU Member 
States are reported in EU Protocol order, which is not 
alphabetical. 

• The report was to be formatted to the exacting standards 
required in Commission documents. For example, numbers 

were formatted as 1 234,5, not the convention of 1,234.56. 

• It was also necessary to devise and revise systems for 

version control and tracking changes. 

The content of RMMS 6 

Dick then showed a number of figures from the final report, 

which are available online and are not reproduced here. 

Many figures provoked comment and discussion by the audience: 
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• Several people drew attention to the quotation popularised 
by Samuel Clemens (aka Mark Twain) that "There are three 
kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and statistics". 

• Several queried the usability of the statistics without 
consistency of definitions either over time or between 
Member States. 

A number of other specific points are discussed further below. 

Dick pointed out the potential value of the RMMS in producing 
leading indicators, at least at the aggregate level. Figure 1 below, 
for example, appears to show a clear trend in the total length of 
track declared congested, with possible implications for either 
growing congestion of the network or capital expenditure on 

capacity expansion (Figure 55). 

Figure 1: total length of track declared congested 

 

Source: RMMS 6, Figure 55 

In contrast, figures limited to a single year snapshot often 
revealed little more than that “Germany is bigger than 

Luxembourg”. (Figure 1) 

Similarly, figures showing changes, such as between 2011 and 
2016, tended to be dominated either by changes between RMMS 
5 and RMMS 6 definitions or by small Member States with 
relatively volatile statistics. Dick suggested that this issue would 

be mitigated as a consistent time series emerged. (Figure 1) 
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The audience raised a number of questions of how charts should 
be interpreted, which in practice depended on an understanding 
of the exact definitions used. For example, one of the 

infographics showed that, in the UK, an incumbent held 13% 
passenger market share and 45% freight market share. Dick 
explained that the former related to services operated by Directly 
Operated Railways and the latter to DB Schenker, which had 
acquired the privatised British Rail Railfreight. (Infographic 5/8) 

The audience noted that a figure comparing shares of passenger-
kilometres for rail and for tram and metro mode appeared to 
indicate high tram and metro use in some Member States. This 
raised the question of how different Member States have 

allocated urban rail-based services as part of the national 
network, a metro system, tram-train or light rail. (Figure 21) 

Similarly, a figure reported that PSO services in Luxembourg 
were financed entirely from passenger fares, but this did not 

appear to be consistent with the news that Luxembourg had low 

cost recovery from fares and has decided to make all domestic 
public transport free. (Figure 25) 

The figure showing access charges per train-kilometre for long-
distance passenger trains highlighted how, despite an underlying 
principle of marginal cost pricing (“the cost that is directly 

incurred as a result of operating the train”) there was still a wide 
range of charges. Dick explained that, while some Member States 
estimated the charges by differentiation of modelled engineering 
maintenance costs, others based them on more readily available 
accounting cost categories. (Figure 43) 

Data on the number of rail-linked maritime and port facilities 
appeared likely to be of limited value without clarification of the 
treatment of separate rail links within the same port, or the 
extent to which these links had been used, if at all. Dick 

suggested that a time trend might be interesting, but the 
associated volume of gross or net freight tonnages would be a 

useful additional to the questionnaire. (Figure 38) 

One figure showed that (Figure 60): 

• most Member States have both national and regional 

competent authorities for rail passenger services, 
depending on the type of service; 
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• some Member States have a single competent authority, at 
national level; and 

• Germany devolves all responsibility to the regions (Länder). 

One figure compared the extent in 2016 of PSO services 
competitively tendered and those directly awarded, highlighting 
the marked differences between Member States. As might be 
expected, the UK, Germany and Sweden were the major players 

in competitive tendering when measured in passenger-
kilometres. Similarly, the average size (in passenger-kilometres) 
of new entrants operating PSO services was notable higher in the 
UK than in other Member States. This suggested that, unless 

Member States adopt franchising or contracting models similar 

to those in the UK or Sweden, new entrants will not be willing or 
able to take on the commercial risks associated with large 
contracts, possibly leading to substantial stranded assets. 
(Figures 61, 62 and 83) 

A depiction of the length of time between legal liberalisation and 

first licence for international freight showed that in some Member 
States there were operators waiting for the opportunity to enter 
the market (short yellow bar on chart), while in others few, if 
any, entrepreneurs were ready or willing to take the risk. For the 
international passenger market, in most Member States legal 

liberalisation had taken place, but no new entry had occurred by 
the end of 2016. (Figures 68 and 70) 

RMMS 7 

The next RMMS is due in 2020, and should be based on data up 
to 2018. Issues which the European Commission might wish to 
consider were the need to: 

• clarify questions which were misunderstood, particularly in 
regard to the units of measurement to be used; and 

• remove or modify questions which provide little information 
of value, such as counts of rail links to ports without data 
on whether or how much they are used. (Figure 38) 

Dick noted that the Commission can issue guidelines on the 

submission of data for RMMS, but changes to Regulation 
2015/1100 might be required to amend the basic RMMS 
structure or elements included within it. 
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Discussion 

Adriana Moreno Pelayo (Arup) noted that there was a desire 

in Spain to liberalise the market for domestic rail services, but 
that little progress had been made in recent years. Could the 

European Union do anything to encourage action by the Spanish 
authorities? Dick suggested that the Commission could highlight 
progress, or the lack of it, through its data gathering exercises 

including monitoring such as the RMMS and evaluations of the 
impact of legislation. Various studies by other bodies had pointed 
out where there were problems, but the Commission’s options 
were limited: to take enforcement action or to introduce 
legislation. Much also depends on Member States having 

effective domestic competition authorities. 

Someone drew a parallel between the problems of making 
comparisons between countries in the RMMS and interpreting 
conformity with EU safety regulations: a common issue was 
where boundaries were drawn between heavy rail, urban rail 

networks, metros, light rail and on-street trams. Dick agreed. 

Ernest Godward (independent railway economist) had 
previously worked for the European Railway Agency (ERA) and 
suggested that the Transport Glossary prepared by Eurostat 

might help provide definitions for the various items measured in 

RMMS. As ever, when trying to make international comparisons, 
it was best to draw up a precise list of the information required 
and then to provide each country with clear guidelines. Dick 
agreed that it would be desirable if legislation could draw on 
definitional boundaries which were well-understood in the 

industry. However, some Member States might try to present the 
most favourable data, no matter how precise the guidelines. 

John Cartledge reminded the Group that Chris Irwin, while 
chair of the Channel Tunnel Intergovernmental Commission 

(IGC), had persuaded the European Commission to sponsor 
railway customer satisfaction surveys. John felt that those 
comparisons between countries would be an interesting adjunct 
to the RMMS, and wondered where the results of the surveys 
were published. Ernest Godward pointed out that this was 

covered by Eurobarometer, and that recent Eurobarometer 

reporting on the quality of rail services was included in RMMS. 

(Figure 110) Dick said that customer satisfaction was not part 
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of the RMMS data collection and noted that it was unlikely to be 
usable as a leading indicator, in contrast to the information on 
rising congestion shown in Figure 1. (Figure 55) 

John Cartledge also observed that objective measures of 
service quality did not always correlate with customer 
satisfaction: in one case customer satisfaction had been 
increased by renewing the seat covers without any other change 

in the service offered. Dick recalled that customer satisfaction 
with BA had risen after British Midland began operating on Anglo-
Scottish routes, even though the BA service had not changed. 

David Metz (UCL) wanted to know what information on 

economic assessments was included in the RMMS. Dick 

conceded that there was little economic assessment in the 
RMMS. There was data on the number of competitors in the 
market, but researchers would need a longer time series and 
more cross-sectional data, on issues such as trends in costs and 

market-led prices, to produce meaningful economic evaluations. 

Tom Worsley (ITS, Leeds) noted that a number of studies had 
been published comparing railway costs and efficiencies. Dick 
noted that these often relied on data provided in confidence by 
operators, which would not be available in RMMS. 

 

Report by Gregory Marchant 
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Annex 

Glossary of ISO 3166-1 Alpha-2 abbreviations adopted by the EU 

to identify Member States and EEA countries. These are used in 
the charts to which this report refers. 

Alpha-2 
Code 

Country Usual English name 

AT Österreich Austria 

BE Belgique/België Belgium 

BG България (Bŭlgariya) Bulgaria 

CH Confoederatio Helvetica (Latin Version) Switzerland 

CY Κύπρος (Kýpros) Cyprus 

CZ Česko Czech Republic 

DE Deutschland Germany 

DK Danmark Denmark 

EE Eesti Estonia 

EL Ελλάδα (Elláda) Greece 

ES España Spain 

FI Suomi/Finland Finland 

FR France France 

HR Hrvatska Croatia 

HU Magyarország Hungary 

IE Éire/Ireland Republic of Ireland 

IT Italia Italy 

LT Lietuva Lithuania 

LU Luxembourg Luxembourg 

LV Latvija Latvia 

MT Malta Malta 

NL Nederland The Netherlands/Holland 

NO Norge Norway 

PL Polska Poland 

PT Portugal Portugal 

RO România Romania 

SE Sverige Sweden 

SI Slovenija Slovenia 

SK Slovensko Slovakia 

UK United Kingdom United Kingdom 
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Erratum 

The review of the Motorway Age by David Starkie in the last issue 
should have been credited to Martin Higginson. We apologise for 

failing to credit the reviewer. 

The early years of the Transport Economists Group 

by Peter White 

A request during Autumn 2018 to identify a date on which TEG 
could be said to have been “founded” prompted a search in the 
archives of the Group. This in turn stimulated some wider reading 
therein, and recollections of the early years, which may be of 

interest to current members. This brief account aims to set out 
the origins of the Group and developments which followed. 

The earliest copy of the journal is dated January 1973, describing 

TEG as a “sub-group of the Society of Business Economists”. This 

picture is confirmed in early minutes, which show that meetings 
were held within the SBE to discuss TEG as a sub-group, starting 
on 14 September 1972 at British Railways Board headquarters 
at 222 Marylebone Road (Ken Westoby, then Chief Economist of 
BRB, was active in its establishment). There was subsequent 

discussion about setting up an independent group, so that TEG 
members need not also be members of SBE. 

A questionnaire sent to the then transport group members of 
SBE established that the majority wanted TEG to become 
independent. Minutes of a meeting at BRB HQ on 16 April 1973 

state that it was then agreed to organise TEG “… as separate 
independent body ...”, so this can probably be taken as a 
founding date. TEG’s subsequent reference to 1973 as the year 
it was established is consistent with this. As of July 1973, TEG as 
a separate organisation had 40 members, including the writer of 

this piece, rising to 59 by 1 January 1975, about 100 by January 

1980, and above 140 for the first time by September 1983. 

A pattern, which continues, was soon established of regular 
monthly meetings in central London, on the fourth Wednesday. 

However, with the more relaxed work schedules of that era, 
alternate meetings began at 1530 for 1600, rather than 1800 for 
1830, until the 1985/86 season. The earlier times also helped 
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those some distance from London to attend and return the same 
evening: later journeys on many rail services now make this 
easier. It also became the practice for the speaker and members 

with a specific interest in the day’s topic to dine at a suitable 
venue, such as Simpson’s in the Strand, in contrast to the more 
hurried drink in a crowded pub which now applies. Venues also 
varied between meetings, which were hosted by members at 
their central London workplaces, such as BRB at Marylebone 

Road, London Transport at 55 Broadway, and Shell Mex House. 
In contrast, a fixed meeting place is now used. For many years 
this was the Polytechnic of Central London (later University of 
Westminster) Marylebone campus: it is today at Arup in Fitzroy 
Street. A wide variety of topics was discussed from the outset. 

A useful practice was established of systematically recording 
meetings, including points raised in discussion, in a “newsletter”, 
now the Journal “The Transport Economist”, in more 

comprehensive style than many other equivalent organisations. 

This has continued, now augmented by circulation of PowerPoint 
presentations to members after the meeting. 

A pattern was also established of holding half- or one-day 
conferences, in some cases jointly with other organisations, the 
first recorded being with the Regional Studies Association, in 

April 1974, followed by one on “Transport Costs” at Cranfield 
Institute in February 1976. A “Northern Meetings Programme” 
was offered between 1986 and 1989, including events at the 
Institute of Transport Studies at Leeds University, and one at 
UMIST in Manchester, but this did not continue. The Chair’s 

report for 1988 noted that attendance was mostly from the host 
academic institution, rather than those from other organisations. 

Meetings have been open to non-members and, from the start, 
attracted a wide range of people including those with transport 

operators, public authorities, consultants and academics 

including staff and students. The criterion for joining the group 

was an interest in transport economics, rather than a specific 
prior qualification or a particular viewpoint on economic issues. 
A set of rules adopted in 1973 stated that: 

“Anyone employed as a transport economist, or whose work or 

major interest is connected with the objects and work of the 
Group, is eligible to apply for membership”. 
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(Acceptance was then at the discretion of the committee.) 

Indeed, a range of views, from “free market” to favouring a more 

regulated, public sector, approach, has been evident throughout 
the Group’s history. Likewise, sharply contrasting views may be 
held on the merits (or otherwise) of major infrastructure 
proposals. However, there are perhaps fewer people with direct 
operating experience now involved, consistent with a greater 

separation between policy and planning and the “sharp end” of 
running services or building infrastructure. In early years, some 
members of the BR units concerned with such matters had such 
experience, gained as line managers earlier in their careers. 
There were also active members from the oil industry. 

The first chair of the Group was Ken Westoby, who moved to 
British United Trawlers from his role at BRB shortly after its 
establishment, and stepped down to deputy chair in 1975, being 
succeeded by Alan Cooke of British Caledonian Airways. Eileen 

Hill, then Economist of the British Road Federation, was among 

the committee members active in the early years, and editor of 
the journal from 1976 to 1980, also acting then and for a longer 
period as Executive Secretary of the Group, with responsibility 
for circulation of the Journal, and membership matters. 

Other members active on the committee in early years included 

Stan Maiden of the BAA; and Sue Williams, initially based at 
SMMT. Don Box of BR served for many years as Treasurer, and 
also as Membership Secretary, continuing in that role after his 
retirement from BR.  

The chairmanship changed hands on several occasions. Peter 
Collins of London Transport serving until 1982, being succeeded 
by Geoffrey Searle of the Department of Transport, and then 
from 1983 by the writer of this piece for a number of years. 
Stuart Cole took over as editor of the Journal. 

Today, in the forty-sixth year, TEG continues to play a valuable 
role, drawing a wide range of speakers and attendees to its 

monthly London meetings. A number of people mentioned above 
continue to be members of the Group. 

I would like to thank Eileen Hill for helpful comments on earlier 

drafts of this article. 
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The Transport Economists’ Group, formed in 1973, provides a 
forum for people involved in transport economics to meet 
regularly and discuss matters of mutual interest. Membership is 
open to economists working in transport and others whose work 
is connected with transport economics. 

The aim of the Group is to improve the quality of transport 
management, planning and decision-making by promoting 
lectures, discussions and publications related to the economics 
of transport and of the environment within which the industry 

functions. 

Meetings, held at Arup’s Central London HQ at 13 Fitzroy Street 
from September to June (except December), consist of short 
papers presented by speakers, drawn from both within the 
Group’s membership and elsewhere, followed by discussion. 

The Group’s Journal, “The Transport Economist”, is published 
three times a year reporting on meetings and other activities of 
the Group. It reviews recent publications of interest and contains 
papers or short articles from members. The Editor welcomes 
contributions for inclusion in the journal, and can be contacted 

at petersgordon@blueyonder.co.uk. 

The current membership of over 150 covers a wide range of 

transport modes and types of organisation. Members are drawn 
from transport operators, consultants, universities, local and 

central government and manufacturing industry. All members 
are provided with a full membership list, updated annually, 
which serves as a useful source of contacts within the profession. 

Applications from people in all sectors are welcome. 

Applications for membership should be made on a form which 

can be downloaded from the Group’s website at 
www.transecongroup.org. 

mailto:petersgordon@blueyonder.co.uk
http://www.transecongroup.org/
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